Practice 11-16-15
1) Trigger Drill: King of the Hill (3/3)
2) Puck-Handling/Goaltender Warm-Up (10/13)

3) Passing/Receiving (10/23) – 5 minutes each drill
3A) Peric Tight Turn with 4 Lines - Players skate out from diagonal
lines to red line, receive pass from opposite line and one touches puck back,
tight turn to the inside, receives pass from line his original line and one
touches back, tight turn to the inside, receives pass from opposite line &
slips puck through while jumping over the tires & shoots on the goalie.
Continuous with players alternating from opposite diagonal lines
3B)Give & Go Passing - Players skate out across the blue line from
diagonal lines with puck & plays give & go with player in the front of line,
skates up ice passes to coach against the boards & dekes around tires in
either direction to get open before receiving return pass for shot on net.

4) Over-Speed (12/35) - Both lines do 4 reps of #1, then 4 reps of
#2. Players start behind blue-lines & line up on the same side of the ice
behind other blue-line after each rep. ALL SHOTS ARE TWO TOUCH!
5.1) 4 Forward Cross-Over Sprints – Player explodes out of line & does
cross-over circle as diagrammed then alternates 3 cross-overs to the left,
three to the right. Coach spots puck in front of player to encourage
continuation of the sprint, player controls puck & shoots immediately.
5.2) Backward Cross-Over Sprints - Player explodes out of line starting
with one bkwd cross-over before skating bkwd as diagrammed around NZ
dot, then end zone dot before turning forward, alternating 3 cross-overs to
the left, three to the right. Coach spots puck in front of player to encourage
continuation of the sprint, player controls puck and shoots

5) Move/Counter Move & Gretzky Carry (12/47)

6) 3v2 Middle Lane Drive with D Join (12/59)
On the whistle, D3 & D4 come off the bench & gap up to defend the 3v2,
while D1, D2, F1, F2, F3 come off bench to breakout. Offensive team
executes 3v2 rush with emphasis on double drive (middle lane drive & dot
wide attack) with either D1 or D2 joining the attack late. Options for puck
carrier include shot, shot off pads, direct pass to teammate driving the net,
pass to teammate dot wide or creating time to find the late attacking
defenseman. When play is over (whistle) D3 & D4 breakout new group of
forwards off the bench against new defensemen (off the bench)
Play is continuous and defense rotation is defend, join, rotate out.

Practice 11-16-15
7) 4v4 Extended Neutral Zone Game (10/69)
Position players in diagonal corners of the drill playing surface
- Coach for each team is in opposite corner of drill playing surface
- Coach spots puck in pit to start & keeps game moving by passing puck
(offensive transition) to a player on their team anytime a goal is scored,
the puck goes beyond their defending goal line or the goalie stops play
- 30 second shifts on whistle, puck is left & players change on the fly
- Head Coach is involved in directing the play, teaching & encouraging
players to compete & play at desired tempo & focus on concepts of play.
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: - All elements of a regulation game are
contained in a small area: transition to offense, attack, transition to
defense, defensive play, offensive & defensive body position, puck
protection, support, etc.

8) 3v2 Continuous w/ Doyle Option (11/80)
On whistle, FX1 with puck, FX2 & FX3 attack DO1 & DO2
-FO1, FO2 & FO3 come off the bench, back-pressure & funnel into DZC
with DO1 &DO2
-DX1 & DX2 come off bench to play next attack
-O’s defend to breakout & attack new XD with either DO1 or DO2 joining
the attack (FO’s & 1OD are done once puck passes top of the circle)
-When puck goes across the blue line, three new FX’s come off the bench
& back-pressure with funnel into DZC
-The D that joins, reads the play and is done when initial rush &
reasonable play is over
-Continuous
Focus: 3v2 Attack & D Join/Defend, DZC, BO & Attack with Speed

